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15,000 kg fat and protein
Big Boukje 192 (Eastland Cash
x Labelle) has reached a unique
milestone. She passed the mark of
15,000 kg fat and protein. She did
this in her 13th lactation. To date the
16-year-old cow produced 177,463
kg of milk with 4.61% fat and 3.85%
protein in 4704 days. Boukje 192 is
registered with 88 points for overall
conformation.

She is owned by the farm of the Knoef
family at Geesteren, a farm which
has a multitude of cows that have
produced 100,000 kg of milk and cows
with 10,000 kg fat and protein. On
this farm 55 cows already produced
more than 100,000 kg milk while 20
cows also produced 10,000 kg fat and
protein. That is exceptional.
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Alex Arkink

Events

Reinoud van Gent deceased
Reinoud van Gent, until the
end of last year director of
Veepro Holland, passed away
on June 1st. He was 60 years
old. At his farewell, it became
clear that he was terminally
ill.
“It is as it is, I live by the day,”
was his motto in that last
period.
During his four-year career at
Veepro Holland, many people,
both in the Netherlands
and abroad, have come to
know Reinoud van Gent as
a committed and engaging
director, with an eye for both
humans and animals.
‘A real cow man, who got
along well with everybody,
both socially and in a team,’
Veepro chairman Geart
Benedictus said at the
farewell gathering of Reinoud
van Gent.
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Around the world

Breeding cows with healthy
vitamin milk is possible
It is possible to breed cows that are
producing milk with the B12 vitamin
that is beneficial for humans. There is
a high degree of heritability (0.37%),
as reported by researcher Marleen
Visker at a symposium during which
the results of the Milk Genomics
Initiative (MGI) were presented. MGI
is a cooperation project of Wageningen
University and the business world.
In 10 years time it has deciphered
the composition of milk down to the
last detail and has mapped possible
genetic components in the milk. It is
now known which genes contribute
to milk that is suitable for the
production of cheese, or milk with a
favorable fatty acid composition. The
program contributes significantly
to innovation in dairy farming
organizations and the dairy industry,
according to professor Johan van

Arendonk.
There are cows producing a higher
percentage of cheese proteins
in milk and there are cows and
breeds with different fatty acid
compositions. ‘We no longer speak
of milk fat, but of 20 different milk
fatty acids and the heritability these
have,’ cited Johan van Arendonk as
an example of the know-how this
project has generated. He added
that the milk also allows assessing a
cow for health, energy balance, and
methane emission. With regards to
the latter, there will be a follow-up
project to find out which genetic
differences there are per cow with
respect to methane emission. This
might make it possible to track
cows in the breeding industry
which have a smaller carbon
footprint.

Selective drying off quickly gaining
Dutch dairy farmers are en masse
engaged in reducing the use of
antibiotics. Whereas a couple of
years ago almost all dairymen dried

off all their cows with antibiotics,
only a quarter of the dairymen still
do so today. Selective drying off now
is applied to cows with a low cell
count. The chances of mastitis with
those animals are small, provided
that it is carried out very hygienically
(preferably wearing plastic gloves)
and a sealant is used to close off the
teat channel. Selective dry-off therapy
results in a sharp downturn in the use
of antibiotics. The complete Dutch
dairy farming sector is working on
this because of the serious issue of
bacteria building up resistance to
antibiotics. As a result antibiotics
may work only partly or not at all
anymore in human healthcare.

Column
Paperwork

As new director of Veepro Holland one thing
strikes me in particular: the amount of effort
it takes, per country, to get certificates and
other paperwork approved. It is a treacly
process. Understandable, but it takes some
time getting used to it.
It has to do with the official papers required
to export a heifer to another country.
Veterinary requirements form the most
important part. With each country we make
a binding veterinary certificate. This requires
close consultation and reaching a consensus.
Of course it is very understandable that
every country is careful and prefers to have
guarantees to prevent the introduction
of contagious diseases, before it opens its
borders to Dutch breeding cattle.
Fortunately we don’t need to reinvent
the wheel with these certificates. The
agreements on animal disease within the
OIE (the world organization for animal
health) form the basis. However, after these
it comes down to filling in the details and
the guarantees that are required. To reach
an agreement, the Chief Veterinary Officer
of our ministry consults with the CVO of the
country concerned. They are experts and
they try to reach a satisfactory solution.
In this fashion we have recently been able
to establish certificates for Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain,
Kenya, Uganda, Senegal, Mali, Mongolia,
and India. These still need to be approved
by the importing countries, after which they
will be placed complete with instructions on
the website of the NVWA (Dutch Food and
Customer Goods Authority).
Sometimes countries ask for complementary
annexes, as is currently the case with the
Schmallenberg virus. In these annexes
must be clarified which tests have been
carried out and when, which fly-protection
measures have been taken, and how they
are being implemented. The same happens
with respect to Blue Tongue, of which the
Netherlands has been declared free. A lot of
extra work for guarantees as such.
It takes getting used to. Paperwork is part
of this fascinating work. And it simply is
necessary in order to be able to offer our
splendid breeding cattle to people all over
the world.
Erik Gostelie, Director Veepro Holland
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Leading article

Lifetime produ c

The lifetime production of Dutch cows will go up spectacularly. In ten years time it will increase by
over 50 percent to an average of almost 50,000kg. This is due to choices made by cattle breeding.

The Netherlands already is

world champion for lifetime
production. Elsewhere they
can only dream of herds
averaging 31,000kg per cow in
their lifetime. At first glance
31,000kg may not seem very
much, but this statistic is a
reflection of the average of
the entire herd including first
and second lactation cows that
have to be culled prematurely
and have not produced that
much yet. The stayers have to
compensate this by producing
more throughout their life
than the average. This results
in cows producing as much as
80,000, 90,000 and sometimes
even 100,000kg. Around 25
years ago, such a 100,000kg
cow still was a unique event
in the Netherlands. The whole
village would celebrate and
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the mayor of the town would
decorate the cow with a
wreath, while newspapers
would report. By now the
Netherlands is swarming
with 100,000kg cows and
soon there will be nothing
exceptional about herds
having one or more 100,000kg
cows. That’s how fast things
can go.

Trend for the future

In the coming years the
Netherlands will enlarge its
lead for lifetime production at
an even faster rate. Professor
Roel Veerkamp of GES, the
organization publishing
the breeding values for the
Dutch and Flemish bull
index ranking NVI, shows a
graph reflecting the potential
average lifetime production

through the years as well as a
trend for the future. Black &
white HF in the Netherlands
took 20 years to change the
average from 19,000 kg to
31,000 kg today, and this time
span included quite a long
period during which lifetime
production remained more
or less stable. In the next
10 years this average will
go up to almost 50,000kg,
an increase of more than 50
percent. This spectacular
increase has everything to
do with choices made in the
breeding industry, according
to Veerkamp. ‘It illustrates
how much influence breeding
has and the kind of progress
that can be made by focused
breeding. Breeding really
makes a difference,’ he says.
The fast progress is mostly

due to two factors: genomics
and Dutch breeding’s
conscientious choice for
longevity. Genomics result in
a considerable acceleration in
breeding because new, young
bulls with more potential are
rapidly becomingly available.
What’s more, the Netherlands
has conscientiously started
breeding for longevity already
about 15 years ago. It takes
time before the effect can be
noticed in the milking herds.
Starting in 2004, a clear
upward kink in the trend can
be observed for both longevity
and lifetime production. The
longevity bulls sire daughters
that last longer and produce
well on a continuous basis.
Dairy farmers are now using
these bulls in abundance. The
effect for the years to come is
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u ction skyrockets
New breeding value

The efforts are now intensified
even more. As the first
countries in the world and
since April, the Netherlands
and Flanders are using a
breeding value for lifetime
production. It is based on
the breeding values for milk
production, fat and protein,
for longevity as well as for
late maturity and persistence.
Calving interval is also
included. As is the case with
the INET (net milk yield), this
index is expressed in Euros.
The Dutch dairy farmer will
be earning half of the amount
if he uses a specific bull (a
bull transmits half to his
daughters, ed.). Internationally
this number may differ
because circumstances – such
as milk price – may vary. Even
so, there are considerable
differences between bulls.

For the highest ranking bull
it will amount to 6,600 Euro
of milk yield of which half –
3,450 Euro – will be reflected
by his daughters. This is due
to considerably improved
longevity during which the
cow produces more, explains
Gerben de Jong, chief of
the Animal Evaluation Unit
at CRV. This unit (carrying
out the herdbook function)
carries out the breeding
value estimations for GES.
As compared to the average
the top bull transmits more
than 33,000kg extra milk
(with 1240kg fat and 1030kg
protein).
De Jong and Veerkamp
expect lifetime production to
become an important breeding
value based on which dairy
farmers will select bulls and,
more specifically, fine-tune
their choices. GES does not
yet publish a list of all bulls
for the lifetime production
trait. It is up to the breeding
organizations themselves to
do this.

Bigger increase yet

In their prediction of
the increase in lifetime
production, these breeding
experts base themselves on
today’s situation with respect
to feed, health, housing,
etc. However, this increase
may come out even higher,
according to Roel Veerkamp.
Take the removal of the quota
system which lessens the
pressure to cull cows. Will
dairy farmers raise fewer
replacements if cows last
longer? And does raising
fewer heifer calves also result
in fewer two-year-olds,
reducing the pressure to cull
older cows? In other words,
a further rise of the lifetime
production also depends
on how dairy farmers will

On the way to 50,000kg
This graph illustrates how average lifetime production
progressed over a time span of more than 20 years and also
shows a genetic trend for the future. The curve increases
steeply from 31,000 kg today to almost 50,000kg in ten
years time.
lifetime production cows
Lifetime production daughters (predicted)
50000
kg milk lifetime production

visible in the graph Veerkamp
shows: a strong increase.
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Top
The top 3 of black & white bulls of the breeding
organizations CRV and AI Kampen scoring the highest for
lifetime production. And the tot 3 of genomic tested bulls.
The difference shows the huge step lifetime production will
make.
Table 1 • Extra milk and money lifetime production

Extra milk* Extra milk money*
Top 3 daughter tested bulls
Jordan (Novalis x Jabot)
24,807kg
5,889 euro
Atlantic ( Ramos x O Man)
21,040
5,790
Big Winner ( Win 395 x Lucky Leo) 16,968
5,301
Top 3 genomic tested bulls
Border Sven ( Maik x Jorryn)
22,278
Super Hero ( Superstition x Ramos) 32,770
Fexter Cap ( Superstition x T-Baxter) 29,148
*Extra compared to the Dutch average

approach herd replacement in
the future. The Netherlands
and Flanders are also working
hard to create a breeding value
for feed intake. That index
will express to what extent

daughters of certain bulls
produce milk from feed more
efficiently and effectively.
The expectation is that this
breeding value will become
available in two years time. l
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Background

Atlantic

Gofast

Fantastic daughters at
All Holland Dairy Show
The All-Holland Dairy Show NRM, at the end of June, was a feast

for cow lovers. In addition to the individual judging they got to see
fabulous progeny groups. Both heifers and cows demonstrated that the
Netherlands are geared towards breeding cattle that is sturdy.

The breeding industry is

developing rapidly. Larger
herds need healthy cows,
that produce well with an
emphasis on percentages (in
particular protein) and don’t
need much attention from the
farmers. And preferably with
high longevity. The daughter
groups of the Dutch breeding
organizations CRV and AI
Kampen clearly showed that
the Netherlands has expressly
opted for efficient cows.
The thousands of visitors
could really enjoy themselves.
They know what the
properties of a bull’s offspring
are on paper. However, the
beauty of the All-Holland
Dairy Show is that they can
see with their own eyes how
the figures on paper have
become reality in practice.

Brooklyn
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No less than 23 different
progeny groups were shown
at the NRM. A world-record.

Most used bull

With black & white, the
group of Delta Atlantic was
catching the eye. The most
used bull in the Netherlands
of this moment presented
himself with well-sized twoyear-olds, each and every
one of them displaying the
plus points of the Ramos
son: strength, superb udders,
strong top-lines, outstanding
legs and rumps as well as
extra muscularity.
Percentage and health
specialist Midwolder Goldmar
(by Goldwyn) stole the show
with a nice group of wellsized and strong two-yearolds with neat udders and

good feet & legs. Healthy
animals with a little extra
muscularity, exactly what
today’s dairyman is looking
for. Goldmar more than lived
up to his 112 rating for type.
The group of Newhouse
Gofast (by Goldwyn), too,
was like a breath of fresh air,
featuring beautiful, sound

two-year-olds with lots of
dairyness, super udders, and
sublime type (total score
115). Another top bull, Aurora
Jeroen (by Bertil), presented a
group of well-sized two-yearolds with a tremendous willto-produce. These were no
show animals but strong and
efficient farmer cows that
produce very well without
losing any body condition. No
bull in the world produces
more kg of fat and protein
than Jeroen does, no less than
124 kg! His daughters can
handle this production easily.
Gansey’s Leonidas (by
Goldwyn) was present with

Goldmar

Kodak
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Calendar girls
a surprising group of medium-sized
daughters, that excelled for type
(especially udders, score 110). Cricket
(by O-Man) completed the show in style
with a great group of second calvers.
Well-developed cows with remarkably
shallow udders.

Red & white

In the red & white category it was
Etaregge Brooklyn (having made his
debut at the 2nd place of the ranking in
April) who provided a pleasant surprise
in the form of a youthful group of large
and open two-year-olds with lots of
dairy character and outstanding feet
& legs. The Mr Burns son, at 105 kg of
fat and protein the highest red & white
percentage bull, showed five nice and
well-sized daughters with outstanding
rumps and good feet & legs.
With his group of second calver
daughters top bull Delta Fidelity (by
Kian) proved he is an outstanding legs
transmitter. Nice, dairy daughters with
some show to them and at the same
time perfectly adapted for free-stall
barns.
Topspeed Kodak (by Kevin) presented
a group of not very large but wellbalanced daughters from the 2nd
crop period with sublime udders.
Inconspicuous, but therefore not
less eye-catching two-year-olds with
lots of longevity to them. The second
calver daughters of HJR Windstar (by
Spencer) made a strong impression too,
showing a lot of class. Farmer cows
that are healthy and can stay around
for a long time.
Top protein bull Talentino (by Talent)
presented a beautiful group of heavy,
very well developed 2nd and 3rd
calvers in the ring. A feast for the eyes.
Milky and trouble-free power houses
that can handle any environment. l

Texel Beauty
Pronto
Owner: A. LanghoutMae (s. Pronto Mae)
- Photo: H. Hopman

Left: Grand Champion Black and
White: Bons Holsteins Koba 191 (see
front page). Right: Senior Champion
Red and White: Moerhoeve Marina 238

Champions

Bons-Holsteins Koba 191
(v. Jasper) and Barendonk
Brasilera 12 (s. Classic) are the
two most beautiful cows of
the Netherlands. During the
All-Holland Dairy Show NRM
Koba 191, owned by Nico Bons,
captured the most prominent
title with the black & whites,
and Brasilera 12, owned by the
family Hermanussen with the
red & whites. They were the
champions of the major show
in the Netherlands, which
takes place every other year.
Thousands of visitors attended
the shows and the presentations
of the progeny groups during
this two-day event.

A wonderful feature of the show was the parade of 100,000-kg cows. Fourteen cows between
the ages of 8 and 16 years entered the ring, including a splendid specimen that produced
166,000 kg of milk. Dutch genetics at their very best. These cows illustrate how long-lasting
the Dutch herd is. When it comes to longevity the Netherlands is world champion.

There are many beautiful cows in the
Netherlands. Every year Veepro Holland
publishes a special calendar with a
different ‘Calender Girl’for every month
of the year. In each issue the editor
introduces the most beautiful photos.
This time on girl. The June page of the
calendar shows Cricket daughter Ebeltje
364 amidst blossoming fruit trees.

Ebeltje 364 (s. Cricket)

The June calendar girl, Ebeltje 364
of the Aalberts family from Zetten,
is both good-looking and productive.
As a two-year-old she was classified
VG-87. In her 2nd lactation she was
reclassified and moved up to VG-89.
Her sire, Cricket, is a very reliable bull
(more than 5,000 daughters in more
than 2,000 herds) siring healthy cows.
His daughters calve out very easily,
they have very good udder health and
outstanding fertility. Ebeltje 364 is a
prime example of his daughters. In other
words, Cricket is a master transmitter
of a number of traits that have become
increasingly important in commercial
herds in recent years.
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Interview

Purchase of heifers
alone is not enough
After-sales service. Veepro Holland director Erik

Gostelie thinks this is a very important element
of the export of breeding cattle. The purchase
of the heifers alone is not enough. Know-how of
good animal husbandry should be included.

Erik Gostelie is experiencing

an energetic start. The export
of Dutch breeding heifers
is on the rise with 20,000
animals exported in the first
quarter. This is a boost after
a number of lean years as a
result of several important
export countries closing their
borders due to a fear of Blue
Tongue and Schmallenberg.
Countries previously importing
animals, have reopened their
borders. And new countries
are expressing an interest
too. With these exports the
Netherlands will even stronger
emphasize good after-sales
service, according to the
Veepro Holland director.
“There is no point in just
delivering a number of
heifers and then paying no
further attention. You must
also ensure they are going to
perform well.“
Why is that so important?
“Even with these top quality
heifers, if you do not feed or
manage them well, things will
go wrong. In countries abroad
you often see entrepreneurs
entering the dairy industry.
They buy a batch of heifers
and sometime later you
see them exit the business

disappointed because things
did not turn out well with the
heifers. As a buyer you need to
ensure employee know-how
and skills if you want your
employees to make the cattle
perform to their full potential.
That’s where we will assist.“
After-sales service increases
the price?
“It depends on how you look
at things. In the long term,
there will be a big financial
advantage when your cows
perform and produce well.
We encourage this. We want
the animals to be managed
in a proper way. We want a
sustainable approach.“
How is this after-sales service
implemented?
“There are alliances between
export organizations and
other parties, to make sure
that heifers are delivered in
combination with know-how.
And our export organizations
work with terms and
conditions. There is no point
in having cows in areas where
the temperature is below -20
degrees Celsius or over 30
degrees Celsius unless you
can house them in climatecontrolled barns. Otherwise

not only the production
will suffer, the animals will
too. Export organizations
that are affiliated to Veepro
Holland will not sell if the
circumstances are not good.“
What is your goal as new
director of Veepro Holland?
“To put the Netherlands on
the map as export country
with the best genetics. We are
a country capable of making
an important contribution to
the improvement of the dairy
cattle population worldwide
in favor of human health
(as provider of an important
food source), animal health,
and animal welfare. The
Netherlands has done well
focusing on longevity and
durability. We are making
great strides ahead in these
areas and worldwide we
belong to the top. Besides
having an outstanding
production with high
components, cows should also
have good health and good
udders and legs. They should
be economic strong cows.“
Buyers often have the
impression that above all they
need massive cows.
“That truly is a misconception.
Big is not everything. We
will need to convince them
that they will benefit from a
different kind of cow, not too
small, but neither the size
of an elephant. They should
be easy to handle; cows that
don’t need much looking after,
that are healthy, and above all
should last a long time. There
is still a lot of auspicious work
to be done in order to get this
message across.“
The export is rising sharply.
Will there be enough heifers
now that Dutch dairymen are
holding on to their heifers to
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Erik Gostelie, aged 59, is
the new director of Veepro
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produce plenty of milk as the
quota system in the EU will
disappear?
“This happens. That’s why we
at Veepro Holland strongly
favor the use of sexed semen.
It ensures the dairy farmers
of milking heifers. As a result,
more animals will become
available for us for the export.
And we will need them too,
as we see demand increase
with new countries showing
interest. Traditionally breeding
cattle are being exported to
other European countries, to
the Balkan, Northern Africa,
Russia, Turkey and Arabian
countries. But now we see
demand rising in countries in
central Africa, but also India,
Mongolia and China have
expressed interest.“
You cannot go there by truck,
just by plane. Wouldn’t it be
better to improve the herds via
embryos and semen?
“By truck to Iran or Iraq is the
farthest possible. This happens
under optimum conditions.
The trucks nowadays are
like rolling barns, making the
journey very doable for the
Heifers. Flying is considerably
more expensive. If you want
to make improvements, you
should really do it by first
purchasing a herd with good
breeding cattle. Next you can
develop this basic herd with
the purchase of semen and
embryos. Otherwise it will
take far too long to achieve the
desired improvements.“ l
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Red-and-white indexes

Sensational debut
Upon making his debut Etaregge Brooklyn (Mr Burns x Kian) storms

into the red & white bull index ranking. At 247 NVI points the promising
newcomer claims second place.

B

rooklyn combines
outstanding type (113 total
score, 109 udders, 110 legs)
with magnificent numbers
for milk production: +1324kg
milk, +0.08% protein, 49 kg
fat and no less than 54kg
protein. He undoubtedly
owes this to the influence of
Kian, the ultimate protein
transmitter. Contrary to Kian,
Brooklyn does transmit lots
of milk as well. The Mr Burns
son generates 338 Euro of net
milk yield (Inet). A second
newcomer entering the picture
is Delta Brazil (Carmano x
Kian) making his debut in the
top of the ranking at 204 NVI.
He is a champion for balance,
excelling for milk solids
percentages (+0.32% fat and
+0.21% protein), high hoof
health (107), a super score for
legs (111).

Camion van de Peul

Those who have longevity,
health, and type high on their
lists, will find their match in

the Nr.1 of the red & white
bull index list, Camion van
de Peul (Fender x Goldwyn).
He excels for those three
traits. For longevity he shows
a plus of 714 days, in other
words his daughters last a
year longer than average.
For health he scores very
well for both udder health
(105) and hoof health (106).
His 107 for udders and 115
for legs are outstanding. For
legs only Delta Fidelity has
a higher rating at 116. This
Kian son (mgs Lightning) and
protein transmitter (+0.20%,
47kg) with already more than
23,000 daughters resides in
the top which emphasizes his
exceptional class.
Spencer sons, too, are
attracting attention in the
top of the ranking, with Hjr
Windstar shows the highest
ranking, at 220 NVI, which
he shares with Delta Fidelity.
Windstar (mgs O-Man) is a
complete bull with lots of milk
(+911kg), a small plus for

Alger Meekma
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protein (+0.01%, +33kg), nice
health ratings (105 for both
udder health and hoof health)
as well as 109 for legs.

Polled

For red & white an increasing
number of bulls emerge in
the top of the ranking that
transmit the polled gene. They
owe this to sire of sons Lawn
Boy Red, who also transmits
various other strong traits.
His son Lowlands Bomar (mgs
Kian) stands out as he makes
his debut with lots of milk
(+1384kg), +79kg fat and
protein, high longevity (+672
days extra) and outstanding
scores for health (106 udder
health and 103 hoof health).
Lowlands Bolero, another
Lawn Boy Red son, improves
his index by 18 points and
now holds 3rd place at 221
NVI points. Bolero (mgs
Stadel) also transmits lots of
milk (+1302kg) in addition to
high longevity (+588 days),
outstanding udder health (106)
and most of all outstanding
udders at 111.

Redman and Talentino

Two bulls holding their ground
commendably are Lowlands
Redman and Talentino.
Redman (Fiction x Topspeed
Gogo) is a complete bull with
strong production figures
(+880kg milk, +92kg fat
and protein and +302 Euro
Inet). In addition, he attracts
attention with his calving ease
(108), outstanding udder rating
(108) and very good udder
health (104). Talentino (Talent
x Kian) passes on Kian’s high
protein proof (+0.19%, +37kg)
as well as the high feet & legs
composite (108). He adds to

5BCMFt5IFUPQPGUIF"QSJM
JOEFYFTPGBWBJMBCMF3FEBOE8IJUF
TJSFTTBNQMFEJOUIF/FUIFSMBOET
TPVSDF(&4 "QSJM 

Camion Van De Peul
Etaregge Brooklyn
Lowlands Bolero
Delta Fidelity
Hjr Windstar
Delta Brazil
Cherokee Van De Peul
Topspeed Kodak
Lowlands Redman
Talentino

picture 1

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
LHNJML (&4 "QSJM 

name
Lowlands Standard
Delta Lilac
Chemello Sunset
Etaregge Brooklyn
Lowlands Bolero

sire
kg milk+
Jasper
2268
Canvas
2091
Deejay
1728
Mr Burns
1324
Lawn Boy Red 1302

5BCMF t5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPOUPUBM
TDPSF (&4 "QSJM 

name
Chemello Sunset
Etaregge Brooklyn
Delta Fidelity
Ju Stefan
Delta Lilac
Apina Curtis
Talentino
Red Torpedo

sire total score
Deejay
115
Mr Burns
113
Kian
111
Canvas
111
Canvas
111
Kian
111
Talent
111
Blitz
111

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
SFEXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
MPOHFWJUZ (&4 "QSJM 

name
Camion Van De Peul
Topspeed Kodak
Talentino
Lowlands Bolero
Lowlands Klimmer

sire
longevity
Fender
714
Kevin
624
Talent
616
Lawn Boy Red 588
Taco
577

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland ( CRV/Holland Genetics, KI Kampen).
Sires whose semen is not available for export
are not listed.

this outstanding scores for
udders (110) and overall type
(111). Talentino transmits lots
of longevity with a plus of 616
days. His health ratings (103
udder health and 102 hoof
health) are good too. l
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Fender
274
Mr Burns
247
Lawn Boy Red 221
Kian
220
Spencer
220
Carmano
204
Fender
199
Kevin
198
Fiction Rf
194
Talent
188
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Dutch farm visit

Cow lover wants
athletic cows

Dairy farmer René Lubberdink wants athletic cows. They have to move

about easily and get up smoothly. These are the ones that last the
longest. ‘My breeding strategy is based on economics and on numbers.

and do so consistently;
that always pays off,“ is his
message. “Don’t be tempted
by beautiful photos of cows
and don’t listen to all sorts of
sales pitches,“ is his advice.
Although he clearly does
enjoy cows with beautiful
type, in his opinion economics
should come first: that’s what
earns him money. And if that
is at the expense of beauty,
then so be it. However, a
combination – type and
production – is the very best.

The purpose of type is to benefit production.’ The ideal cow

René Lubberdink, aged 49,

is a cow lover. It was for good
reason that he was asked to
judge in the ring of the AllHolland Dairy Show, where
he lined up the most beautiful
cows of the Netherlands.
“Wonderful thing to do.“ For
his own herd he looks beyond

the outside. “First of all I
consider what a cow has in
store genetically. It’s all about
numbers. The numbers of 100
daughters tell me more than
one single daughter of a bull
winning at a regional show,“
the dairyman says. For ten
years, he was employed by

the herd book as a classifier,
and also for ten years, he was
a member of the breeding
committee of breeding
organization CRV. It has only
made him more convinced of
the importance of breeding
values. “They are all decisive.
Breed cows based on numbers

Ilja 1800 (Kian x Faber) is one
such beautiful cow. While
she enjoys being groomed
by a rotating cow brush in
the barn, dairyman René
Lubberdink summarizes
the qualities of this red &
white Kian daughter. To him
she is the ideal cow. During
classification she went
excellent with 90 points (91

Alex Arkink

René Lubberdink (49) and his wife Hennie Dijkman (48) are the owners
of the farm. They have three children. The farm has red & white and
black & white Holstein Friesians milked by two robots
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Wim te Selle

Wim te Selle

Ilja 1800 (Kian x Faber)is the ideal cow with an excellent classification
(90 points) and a high production: 5.11 in 409 days 13,350kg milk,
5.02% fat,3.86% protein in total 1185kg fat and protein

frame, 92 dairy strength,
91 udder, and 87 legs). She
combines this score with very
high production figures. Her
last record was 5.11 with
13,350kg milk with 5.02%
fat and 3.86% protein in 409
days, for a total of 1185kg fat
and protein. Herewith she is
far above Lubberdink’s herd
average of 9,300 kg milk with
4.70% fat and 3.75% protein
in 305 days. And the 5.2
lactations are considerably
higher than the Dutch
average. He has both black &
white and red & white HF.

Milking robots

A bit further in the barn at
Barchem (in the eastern part
of the Netherlands) mechanics
are busy completing the
installation of two milking
robots. Recently René has
started working with this
automated milking system.
‘Ideal,’ he describes his first
experience. “It is a joy to
experience more freedom.
You no longer need to milk
at fixed hours. You can
schedule your own time,“ he
explains the advantages. He
emphasizes the social aspect,
having more time available
for his family. And there is
more time for his hobbies,
too, which include running,
speed skating and mountain
biking.
Soon the two robots will be
milking 120 cows, which

Ilja 1926 (Fabian x Gertkan) was the winner of the last regional show
in Eibergen in the category older cows.

should produce over one
million kg of milk. Right now
he still has 90 cows, but when
in April of next year the milk
quota system will disappear
in the European Union, he
wants to start producing
more milk, like many of his
colleagues are doing as well.
For the expansion of his herd
he uses his own young stock,
because he knows what they
are capable of. He will not
purchase any heifers.

front, to middle to rear; with
a strong top line, a slightly
sloping rump; good leg set
with a little set to the hock
and good foot angle; a nicely
shaped udder with capacity;
good teat placement. Special
attention is paid to the height
and width of the rear udder.
And a cow should be athletic.
Whether she walks, moves or
stands up, she should do so
smoothly.

Making money

René Lubberdink selects his
bulls primarily based on a
high ranking in the NVI sire
index. As soon as a new index
is released, he chooses eight
to twelve bulls that match
his breeding goal. His choice
consists for 30 percent of
top genomic bulls, of which
he orders no more than five
straws per bull. The latter
because of the uncertainty
whether or not these bulls
ultimately will become real
top bulls. Atlantic is one
of his favorites, as well as
Vitesse. In addition he uses a
wide range of bulls including
Jeroen, Direct, Fidelity,
Snowrush, Brooklyn, etc.
In addition to a high NVI
ranking, also the kilos of fat
and protein determine his
choice, although he avoids
extreme milk bulls. Next he
selects for high longevity,
udder health, and – because
of the robot – he now also

The breeding goal is based on
economics: making money
with milk. The conformation
of a cow should benefit
her production. A cow’s
constitution should be such
that she can continue to
produce for a long time, and
efficiently process lots of
forage. Which means that she
should produce many kilos
of fat and protein, kilos that
determine what he earns.
As of this year, payment for
lactose has been added. A high
milk production results in a
high kg-lactose production.
An efficient cow with high
percentages automatically
produces a high number of
kilos of lactose.
In his opinion cows do
not need to be excessively
tall: between 145 and 150
centimeter; with smooth
transitions in the body from

High ranking bulls

selects for high hoof health.
The cows need to be able
to walk easily to the robot
and continue to do so for
a long time. In addition,
he has decided to focus on
fertility by using a purebred
MRIJ bull, Marcello, on 20
cows. The MRIJ breed is
known for its high fertility.
“I am currently at a calving
interval of 400 days and 2.2
inseminations per pregnancy.
My goal is a calving interval
of 380 days with 1.6 or 1.7
inseminations per pregnancy,“
he explains.

Udder health

The dairy farmer from
Barchem, in the east of the
Netherlands, has already
successfully deployed
breeding as a tool to improve
udder health. “You need to do
so consistently and intensely.“
By using bulls with high
udder health ratings such
as Spencer, Cricket, Kodak,
and more recently Atlantic,
the cell count dropped from
150,000 to 100,000. And this
fits with the Dutch goal to
reduce antibiotics use.
This way he is continuously
busy trying to bring his
herd to a higher level. René
Lubberdink: “That is a matter
of patience. In breeding you
cannot take quantum leaps.
To obtain results takes time,
but it is amazing what you
can achieve in the end.“l
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Foreign farms

Main strategy:
expanding milk

The large majority of dairy farmers in Poland, Lithuania and Slovenia

considers expanding volume of milk as the main strategy for the future.
However, those farmers have less confidence in their own abilities than
in The Netherlands.

T

his is the outcome of
research* concerning
development strategies of the
dairy sector in Central and
Eastern Europe. Poland
( 175,000 dairy farms),
Lithuania (45,000) and
Slovenia (7,000) are compared
to those in The Netherlands
(18,000).Differences and
similarities were examined
in a questionnaire and in
interactive group sessions.

More milk

Dairy farmers were asked
to indicate three future

developments paths for their
farm business out of eleven
possible strategies. Expansion
of milk volume has the highest
priority (see table1) with
Poland on top (80% of Polish
farmers choose this strategy).
Diversification by including
another agricultural branch is
popular in Lithuania (43% of
farmers), while diversification
in non-agricultural activities,
like agro-tourism and direct
selling scores the highest in
Slovenia and The Netherlands
with respectively 27 and 20%
of the farmers

The wish to strengthen
cooperation and chain
integration is the strongest in
Poland and Slovenia.
Remarkable is the outcome
that half of the Dutch
farmers choose for a wait
and see attitude towards the
realisation of the strategies.
They wait for a suitable
moment. In the Central
and Eastern European
countries the farmers want
to move on faster. A possible
explanation can be, according
to the researchers, that the
urgency of modernisation and

5BCMFt'BSNFSTDIPJDFTPGTUSBUFHJFTGPSOFYUZFBST JOPGUPUBMOVNCFSPGGBSNFST FBDIGBSNFSDBO
DIPPTFTUSBUFHJFT

Move to other location / new start
Expanding milk volume / specialisation in dairy
Wait & See
Diversification in other agricultural branches
Diversification in non-agricultural branches
Cooperation with other farmers

Lithuania
12
70
35
43
8
22

Poland
11
81
25
19
9
47

Slovenia
9
55
22
24
27
39

Netherlands
26
63
53
12
20
26

A dairy farm, that makes its own cheese, in Slovenia. Nearly 25 % of the dairy farmers choice in that country is
diversification

expansion of the farm business
is felt more strongly by the
Eastern European farmers
than by the Dutch.
Scarcity of land and labour
Bottlenecks to realise the
preferred strategies are land
and labour availability. Land
is scarce in good agricultural
regions with increasing prices
as a result. There is also a lack
of qualified workers. Several
farmers hire foreign personnel.
Notable is that a large part
of the farmers in Central
and Eastern Europe base
their future choices on the
availability of EU investment
subsidies, for instance for
a tractor, milking robot,
barn, etc. The question can
be raised, according to the
researchers, if this leads to
optimal choices in the farm
development plans.
Central and Eastern European
farmers lean on the extension
services for support in
decision making (50-70%
lists the extension service
as main contact point). The
veterinarian comes in second
place (25-30% of farmers). In
Poland, the (cooperative) dairy
company still plays a role and
in Slovenia the traditional
agricultural cooperative. The
situation in The Netherlands
is different. Here, the feed
supplier operates as the main
consultant for farmers (50% of
farmers) with the veterinarian
in second place (40%). In The
Netherlands and Slovenia the
breeding organisations are also
mentioned as supportive to the
plans of the farmers.

Opportunities and threats

All dairy farmers see the
future EU-policies as a threat,
but not in all countries in the
same degree. Logically, dairy
farmers react even stronger
negatively at an expected
reduction in EU subsidies.
Farmers in Central and
Eastern Europe also react
negatively on the abolition
of the milk quota in 2015,
which might be caused
by uncertainty about the
milk price after production
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Spotlight on

Confidence

The Netherlands dairy farmer
has a big self-confidence
compared to his colleagues in
Central and Eastern Europe.
He is more positive about
the future, less financial
conservative and not scared
for the international market
situation. To illustrate this,
39% of the Netherlands dairy
farmers state that that their
income is above average
compared to all agrarians.
In the 3 Central and Eastern
European countries only
11-19% gives the same answer.
Other scores for competencies
and entrepreneurial
characteristics do not differ so
much between countries. The
ambition score seems to be
somewhat higher for the Polish
and Slovenian dairy farmers. l
Text: Abele Kuipers (Agro
ManagementTools), Carolien de Lauwere
(LEI) together with Agata MalakRawlikowska, Poland; Marija Klopčič,
Slovenia; Aldona Stalgiene, Lithuania.
*The research was conducted by the
foundation Agro Management Tools
(Expertise centre for tools) and the
Agricultural Economic Research
Institute LEI, both part of Wageningen
University and Research Centre, and
their foreign partners.

Bertoli

Alger Meekma

liberalisation. On the contrary,
the Netherlands dairy farmers
see the abolition of quota
as an opportunity. They see
opportunities on the (inter)
national milk market. Part of
the Lithuanian farmers also
sees opportunities, but the
Polish and Slovenian farmers
worry about the globalisation
of the dairy market. It is clear
that the attitude towards the
market differs between the
groups of farmers from the
East and West.
Also notable is that
Netherlands dairy farmers see
the regulations in the field of
animal welfare as a threat,
while this is less the case in
Central and Eastern Europe.
This is perhaps influenced by
the very critical attitude of the
Netherlands’ society towards
the welfare of animals. East
and West react indeed very
differently on this society
related topic.

Tineke 156 (s. Bertoli), 2.02 in 311 days 8,429kg milk, 4.72% fat,
3.87% protein

One of the biggest AI-Coops
in Europe is critical about
overemphasizing genomics
in cattle breeding. They are
concerned that essential
characteristics are getting
lost when real quality is not
given enough attention. In
this Coop’s opinion most
important in the purchase
of young bulls are desired
type and a deep cow family.
Reliable testing remains
required before bulls are
used on a wide scale. There
are many breeders who
prefer to use also nowadays
reliably proven bulls.
And a real proof of his
offspring is exactly what
made Bertoli an exciting

new favorite. His sire Bertil
with more than 25,000
daughters remains a source
of high yielding late maturing
cows. Now his first sons
appear at the top of the
rankings as specialists in
protein both in kilos as in
contents. Bertoli’s female
background is deep and
most interesting. His dam
Javina 5 (VG85) by O-Man
made herself known by
her son Sunrise (Jardin)
with an excellent breeding
performance. His production
proof based on 567 daughters
is most impressive with
+1424kg milk and +57kg
protein backed by a sound
109 for type. With this

maternal brother the
position of Bertoli becomes
ever more solid. But there is
more. His granddam Javina
(VG88) by Dustin is not only
a high lifetime producer
with over 70,000 kgM but
developed herself also as a
great transmitting dam.
Her two sons Summit
(O-Man), thus full brother
to Bertoli’s dam, and Sidney
(Jardin) are outstanding
breeding bulls. Both have
extreme production proofs
in milk +1369kg M resp.
+1515kg M and protein +58
kgP resp. +50 kgP. Their
type scores 108 resp. 106
show besides a moderate
size very good udders and
sound legs and feet. Maybe
no show cows for not being
extremely tall but very
stayable and most efficient.
Two other sires from the
same cow family have
proven in the short past this
stayability with positive
production and type proofs.
Delta Hugo (Novalis) and
Linfield (Addison) both sired
about 15,000 daughters and
so established their names
as reliable and profitable
transmitters.
Bertoli is thus preceded by
very good family members
and will for sure honour
this fame by his own very
positive breeding power.

Production index
kg
rpty milk
83
+882

%
fat
+0,23

%
prot.
+0,23

kg
fat
+59

kg
prot.
+51

Inet*
€358

longevity
+297

NVI
+241

calf
ease fertility
101
98

*milkmoney in euros

Conformation
frame
robustness
udder
feet & legs
total score

105
108
107
107
109
96

100

106
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cell
counts
106

112
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Black-and-white indexes

Top bulls with +50kg
protein impress

Dutch bulls are attracting attention with

protein. The upper ranks of the latest bull index
reveal a number of bulls with an exceptional
plus of more than 50kg of protein. Increasing
consanguinity deserves attention.

x O-Man) remains the
undisputed leader of the
Dutch Flemish NVI ranking
for black & white HF. At
318 NVI points and high
reliability (95%) he is a cut

above the rest. Now, a year
after his debut, and based on
numbers of his second crop
daughters already, this star
pushes up his production
figures significantly again. His
already high net milk yield

Goldmar and Bombay

Table 1 tThe top 10 of the December indexes of available black & white
sires sampled in the Netherlands (source GES, April 2014)

picture 1
picture 2

name
Delta Atlantic
Midwolder Goldmar
Delta Bombay
Heuvel Suarez
Aurora Jeroen
De Biesheuvel Bertoli
Delta Wanted
Delta Persuader
Delta Brilliant
Delta Cicero

kg
kg
sire
milk+ fat+
Ramos
562
20
Goldwyn
606
41
Jardin
691
26
O Man
-181
24
Bertil
992
71
Bertil
882
59
Goldwyn
641
53
Mascol
537
0
Goldwyn
976
47
Goldwyn
601
23

kg
prot.+
35
28
25
18
35
51
15
23
35
10

Inet+
202
212
161
148
391
358
172
99
249
83

total
DU score
745
113
465
112
475
112
609
112
236
108
297
109
431
113
719
106
323
113
457
113

Midwolder Goldmar (Goldwyn
x O-Man) and Delta Bombay
(Jardin x Shottle) impress
with their debut. Goldmar
promptly settles in 2nd
place at 277 NVI. He is a
half-brother to Atlantic; the
dams of these bulls are full
sisters. Just like Atlantic
Goldmar is a champion for
consistency and efficiency
with considerable plusses for
milk production (+606kg), the
percentages (+0.17% fat and

NVI
318
277
265
261
242
241
233
231
230
230

picture 2 Himrikker Mina B 165 (s. Bombay), 2.00 in 285 days 7,575kg
milk, 3.76% fat, 3.44% protein

Alex Arkink

picture 1
Koos 1480 (s. Goldmar), 2.01 in 204 days 7,008kg milk, 3.67%
fat, 3.27% protein
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+0.08% protein), health (108
udder, 104 feet), type (112
total score), longevity (+465
days) and calving ease (107).
Whereas Atlantic and Goldmar
sire large daughters, Bombay
sires cows with average-sized
frames. He distinguishes
himself via health and nice
consistency (+691kg milk,
+0.01% protein, 105 fertility,
105 calving ease, +475 days
longevity) and with highs
of 112 for udders (with 103
udder health) and 109 for
hoof health. A newcomer in
the ranking to keep an eye
on is Delta Wanted (Goldwyn
x Ramos) showing a nice
plus for milk (+641kg) and
fat (+0.29%) along with
outstanding health ratings
(108 udder, 106 feet) and a
top score of 110 for udders
(and 113 for overall type). In
the upper echelons also a
grassland bull par excellence,
Heuvel Suarez, improves
his standing with +0.39%
fat, +0.30% protein, a high
longevity rating (609 days),
health figures (103 udder
health and no less than 109
hoof health), a super score of

Alger Meekma

Delta Atlantic (Ramos

(Inet) increases by another 41
Euro. Anyone using Atlantic
may, in Dutch conditions,
expect his daughters to
generate more than 100 Euro
of extra milk income. The
Ramos son really doesn’t have
any weaknesses. He performs
well in all areas at +562kg
milk, +0.18% protein (35 kg), a
very high longevity index (745
days extra), nice health figures
(106 udder health, 107 hoof
health, 113 for total type with
110 for legs and 109 for udder,
and also 105 for fertility and
106 for calving ease). His large
daughters are late maturing.
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5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
kg milk (GES, April 2014)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMFblack
XIJUF sires ranked on
kg protein (GES, April 2014)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
total score (GES, April 2014)

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUF sires ranked on
feet & legs (GES, April 2014)

name
Claytop JS Predestine
Ladys-Manor Omen
Skalsumer Blitz
De Biesheuvel Benneton
Lowlands Upgrade
Het Broek Silver

name
Skalsumer Blitz
Aurora Jeroen
De Biesheuvel Bertoll
Ladys-Manor Omen
Lowlands Upgrade

name
Newhouse Gofast
Delta Atlantic
Newhouse Banker
Delta Brilliant
Delta Cicero
Delta Wanted
Delta Stan
Delta Astro

name
Dome's Navarro
Delta Atlantic
Newhouse Livestrong
Delta Persuader
Heuvel Suarez

110 for calving ease, 111 for
udders, and 109 for legs.

Protein stars

Two protein stars stand out
in the latest black & white
index release, the Bertil
sons Aurora Jeroen and De
Biesheuvel Bertoli. In their
second index release they
hold their ground very well.
Both are confirming the
reputation of the Netherlands
as a country breeding for high
milk solids. Each of them
transmits a plus of more than
50 kg protein along with
very good but not extreme
milk. Internationally this is a
special accomplishment. Both
come from well-known cow
families that have previously
generated successful bulls:
Aurora Ormsby and De
Biesheuvel Surprise.
Jeroen (mgs O-Man) improves
milk yield by 992kg with
+0.31% and +0.20% protein.
This equals a total of 124kg
fat and protein extra. And
this translates into an
exceptionally high net milk

sire kg prot.+
Paramount
55
Bertil
53
Bertil
51
O Man
50
Paramount
48

yield (Inet) of 391 Euro. As
half of this is transmitted to
his daughters, this results in
almost 200 Euro extra milk
income per daughter. Jeroen
not only shines for milk
production, but also in the
areas of health (104 udder
health, 106 hoof health), type
(108 total score), and calving
ease (106) he is doing great.
Bertoli (also with O-Man
as mgs) is in almost no way
inferior to Jeroen. His plus
for protein percent is even
slightly higher: +0.23%.
Along with a plus of 882kg of
milk he transmits 110kg extra
of fat and protein for a net
milk yield of 358 Euro. Add
to this the plusses he shows
for health (106 udder health,
105 hoof health) and 109
for overall type and it will
be clear we are talking here
about a top bull as well. See
also the Spotlight on Bertoli
on page 11.
These are not the only
bulls to excel for protein.
Paramount son Skalsumer
Blitz even reaches a plus of
55kg protein.

sire total score
Goldwyn
115
Ramos
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113
Goldwyn
113

This makes him the top
protein transmitter on the
list.

Outcross bulls

The top of the NVI ranking
is teeming with O-Man
blood, Goldwyn and
Shottle. Reduced variation
in bloodlines and inbreeding
are looming. Amidst all this
international competition
there are several outcross
bulls of Dutch origin that
perform outstandingly. Also
because of their pedigrees
they receive heavy use in the
Netherlands.
The highest ranking one is
Delta Persuader (Mascol x
Dustin) at 231 NVI. He is a top
bull for longevity (+719 days
extra) and health (108 udder
health, 104 hoof health). In
addition, Persuader has yet
other trump cards including
fertility (104), legs (109),
milk production (+537kg,
+0.05% protein). Slotboom’s
Pilot (Mascol x Jocko) is an

name
Delta Atlantic
Delta Persuader
Big Winner
Het Broek Silver
Delta Mica
Heuvel Suarez

sire
longevity
Ramos
745
Mascol
719
Win 395
674
Mascol
641
Shottle
639
O Man
609

picture 3

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro Holland
(CRV/Holland Genetics, KI Kampen). Sires whose
semen is not available for export are not listed.

outcross bull to keep in mind
as well. He scores plusses for
almost all traits, and shows
lots of balance at +650 kg
milk, +0.02% protein, +499
days longevity, 103 udder
health, 105 hoof health, 105
calving ease, 109 udders and
an overall type score of 110.
This little list of outcross
bulls should definitely include
Big Winner (Win 395 x Lucky
Leo), a percentage bull par
excellence (+0.41% fat,
+0.20% protein) with high
longevity (+674 days extra)
and 104 for fertility. l

picture 4
7BMLFOIPGG&NNB
4VBSF[Y#MJU[ JOEBZT
8,685kg milk 4,53 % fat 3,59 % protein
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picture 4

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
MPOHFWJUZ (&4 "QSJM 

Alger Meekma

picture 3
Roelie 168 (s. Atlantic), 2.04 in 264 days 8,352kg milk, 3.46%
fat, 3.21% protein

sire feet & legs
Mascol
113
Ramos
110
Support
110
Mascol
109
O Man
109

Alger Meekma

sire kg milk+
Jetstream 2214
O Man
2027
Paramount 1996
Support
1780
Paramount 1699
Mascol
1340
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Grietje 41 (s. Redman), 2.01 in 337 days 8,803kg milk, 4.96% fat, 4.14% protein
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dairy management

The pedometer registers the cow activity.
More activity means probably heat.

Heat detection not easy,
yet of utmost importance

Heat detection is one of the trickiest parts of cow management. The larger the herd, the harder it is
to detect heats of individual cows. Yet it is of utmost importance. Every missed heat costs money.

A

cow will get in heat every three
weeks, however there can be differences.
Whereas some cows are fertile after 18
days already, others may be so after 24
days. Generally speaking a two-year-old
enters her heat sooner than a mature cow.
It all depends on the hormone balance.
A healthy cow will be in heat earlier and
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express this more clearly.

The most important signals

A cow in heat will show this in a variety
of ways. However, whereas with some
cows it is easy to detect, other cows
hardly show anything. This is what makes
heat detection so tricky. These are the

most important signals:
– Increased activity. The cow will move
and step around more. Ears that are
moving a lot are a sign too.
– Milk production drops.
– The cow starts to eat less. This is also
visible from the rumen bulge that
slightly sags.
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– Mooing, more than on other days.
– The cow herself mounts herd
companions (especially on the head
side), but it also happens that other
cows mount the cow in heat.
– The so-called standing reflex or
standing heat: the cow remains
standing when she is mounted.
– The cow lays her head on the rear side
of another cow.
– Licking and sniffing the vulva of
another cow.
– Swelling and stronger blood circulation
in the vulva. The tail moves sideward.
– Sliming. Sometimes clear, threadlike
discharges of slime hang from the
vulva. The difficult part is that heat
discharge slime looks a lot like other
slime discharged by the vulva.
– Some animals become restless and
start fighting.
Of all these signals the standing heat
and mounting of other cows are the
most important ones. When those two
are at issue, most of the time there will
be a heat. The other signals reinforce
the image. Mounting behavior lasts for
about 12 hours, a standing heat for 6
hours.

Handy tools
There are various tools available

for heat detection. Most used is the
pedometer. Also tail chalking or a
color bolus helps. However a good
registration, preferably by computer, is
at least equally important. New is the
measuring of hormones in the milk.

Pedometer

This little piece of electronics registers
the cow’s activity. When a cow is in
heat she will move much more. The
counter compares her activity to prior,
quieter behavior and gives a signal via
the computer to keep an eye on that
particular cow. There are two kinds of
pedometers, either on the leg or around
the neck. Nowadays those around the
neck also register eating behavior.
Pedometers on the legs are the most
reliable. Those who correctly monitor
the signals from the pedometer, can
detect 90 percent of all heats.

Tail chalk or color bolus

Tail chalking (via a pressure detector)
or a color bolus (a plastic tube with
a coloring agent applied to the rump
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Administration with a pda is handy

of the cow) both have the same effect.
As soon as a cow is mounted a visible
discoloration takes place. However, a
cow is not always mounted, in which
case the color system does not work
either. Those who have a cow brush in
their barns will find tail chalks and color
boluses useless, because the cow brush
will generate the coloration.
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Bull behavior

A bull is very well aware when one of
the cows is in heat. He will follow her,
throw his head in the air, prowl his upper
lip, and lick the vulva. The cows in turn
will seek out the male partner. Cows
just prior to calving will also exhibit this
“bull behavior”. Most dairies don’t work
with bulls however, they use artificial
insemination. In that situation it comes to
heat detection by man.

Optimum attention

A dairy farmer or herd manager who
keeps a close eye on all these signals may
still miss a considerable number of heats,
simply because a number of heats are
being expressed by the cows at night. This
is the case with 40 percent of all cows.
Keeping an eye on the cows 24 hours per
day is impossible. Tools like pedometers,
tail chalking, and good herd records may
result in a considerably higher scoring
rate. Everything starts with paying
optimum attention to heat signs though,
day after day.
At a milk price of 40 eurocents, every
missed heat will cost between 250 and
300 euro. In the meantime the cow will
also eat feed in those 21 days, she uses

Computer records

Keeping an administration means
knowing what is going on. Maintain a
record of the expected heat date of each
cow in the computer or on paper. The
cows require extra attention around
that date. With a palm computer (pda)
it is easy to search and view the cows
concerned in the barn. It will then also
be possible to immediately enter records
about the behavior of these cows.

Measuring in the milk

Nowadays it is also possible to measure
the hormones in the milk (progesterone)
that are released during a heat. This
looks like a good detection method.

Detection during 4 x 15 minutes a day

Heat detection should be an integral part
of the daily activities. Per 100 cows, a
dairy farmer or herd manager should
allocate four times a day each time one
quarter of an hour for detection. The
best times to look would be six o’clock
in the morning and ten o’clock at night.
A color makes it visible if a cow is mounted
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stall space, and needs care. This allows
the loss to reach more than 500 euro per
cow.

False positive

In addition to missing heats, also false
positives are a common fault. Based on
the signals the dairy farmer/herd manager
thinks the cow is in heat, but in fact
she is not. Interestingly, this incorrect
assessment happens in particular to those
who pay very close attention to heats.
They see more than there is in reality.
For instance, during milking or feeding,
a cow is being mounted by another cow,
not because she is in heat but because the
other cow wants priority. The mounted
cow is inseminated, but is not fertile.
Overzealous heat detection is not good,
but too little either. It really is an art to
get well trained in this discipline. And
to make things even more complex, a
number of cows – this can add up to
more than 10 percent – do not enter heat
in their cycle, for example due to a uterine
infection, inferior egg quality or ovarian
problems. In short, dairymen should
also realize that they occasionally can be
mistaken. They should aim at avoiding
mistakes as much as possible.

When using a pedometer, tail chalk or
color bolus you will need less time.
In addition to those 4 x 15 minutes
allocated for detection, it is important to
pay close attention during milking and
feeding. If at those times a cow is more
active than normal, it is a sign to give
the cow concerned an extra inspection
for heat.

Successful
pregnancy

A heat lasts for about 30 hours.

Subsequently the cow releases
an egg that can be fertilized with
semen. This is possible in a period
of 8 to 12 hours. Thereafter the egg
dies if it is not fertilized and a new
21-day cycle starts.
After an egg is released, bull
semen should be available for
fertilization of the egg. The aim
is to inseminate the cow about 12
to 24 hours before ovulation. The
semen needs six hours to arrive at
the location of the egg-cell. After
this it remains active for 18 to 24
hours, sometimes longer. In other
words, when inseminated on time,
there will be enough opportunities
after ovulation for a successful
conception.
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Bleeding
Two or three days after a

heat most cows will start
to bleed. They lose a little
blood from the uterus which
is excreted via the vagina.
That is no proof that there

is a successful pregnancy,
however it does prove that
the cow has been in heat.
From that moment a dairy
farmer/herd manager can
start counting days again to

the next heat. Whether a cow
is pregnant can be determined
only after twelve days.

Overview of heat signs

In a heat three stages can

be distinguished: pre-heat,
which lasts for about 8 hours,
the heat itself of 18 hours,
and post-heat of 12 hours.
Each stage is accompanied by
other symptoms.

Overview of heat signs

Pre-heat

Heat

Post-heat

duration: 8 hours
nervous behavior
mooing, separation
smelling other cows
mounts other cows
does not get mounted
swollen, red vulva
sometimes clear solid heat slime
decrease in milk yield
decrease in feed intake

duration: 18 hours
standing reflex
nervous, excited
sniffing other cows
mounts other cows
gets mounted
swollen, red vulva
clear, solid heat slime, sometimes all the way to the ground
decrease in milk yield
decrease in feed intake

duration: 12 hours
no standing reflex
—
—
still mounting sometimes
—
often bleeding (80-85%)
sometimes heat slime
normal milk yield
normal appetite

source: CRV

Veepro Dairy Management
is a supplement to
Veepro Magazine.
It contains articles, tips
and advice aimed at the
management of dairy
farms.
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